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ABSTRACT  
This paper evolves from my experiences of working within an applied defence and 
national security research environment and the gradual, often challenging journey in 
learning how to best represent sociological knowledge within this culture. More 
specifically, I write this paper as a reflection of the most recent of my ontological 
(mis)adventures regarding my research on suicide terrorism.  In this analysis, I was 
working with Durkheim’s typology of suicide.  It was suggested to me that I should plot 
Durkheim’s typology on a graph, with a view that visual schemas would assist my 
audience to better ‘take in’ and apply the information of my written analysis.  This issue, 
which comes up repeatedly in my work with qualitative texts, led me to reflect upon the 
‘otherness’ of sociologists within a positivist research environment where visualisation 
techniques are integral to scientific understanding.  This paper problematises the idea 
that sociological knowledge should be formalised through mathematical or computational 
models, it explores the limitations of textual sociological analyses outside academia, and 
it discusses issues of ‘translation’ of sociological meaning from written to image forms. 
 

1 INTRODUCTION  
 
Zygmunt Bauman writes that the concept of ‘other’ is, in its simplest form, concerned 
with binary opposites or with notions of difference.  Bauman writes:  

abnormality is the other of the norm, deviation the other of law-abiding, illness 
the other of health, barbarity the other of civilization, animal the other of the 
human, woman the other of man, stranger the other the native, enemy the other 
of friend, ‘them’ the other of ‘us’, insanity the other of reason, foreigner the other 
of state subject, lay public the other of the expert (1991, p. 14).   

It seems to me that sociologists could be seen as the ‘other’ both within my organisation 
and the wider national security research arena.  This is not only because there are not 
many of us, but also because our ontological beliefs, epistemology and the way in which 
we represent knowledge runs counter to the ways in which other researchers and 
analysts communicate scientific ideas.  The employment of sociologists in this field is 
unusual; our presence signifies a reconstruction of how the national security community 
perceives itself, and what people in the outside world imagine we do.  This paper 
presents a subjective reflection of my experiences in trying to represent sociological 
knowledge within this environment, specifically in regards to issues of quantification and 
visualisation of qualitative data and abstract sociological concepts and theories. 

I work in an interdisciplinary social modelling team within the Defence Science and 
Technology Organisation (DSTO).  DSTO has been proactive in identifying a need to 



understand the complexities of human behaviour, but many people within the defence 
and national security community do not really understand what sociology can actually do.  
The overwhelming majority of researchers working on defence and national security 
issues comfortably represent their scientific problems using mathematical language and 
computer tools. They mostly take for granted that their disciplines’ theories and concepts 
can somehow translate into a visualisation technique, whether it be a diagram, graph or 
simulation.  When I try to explain to colleagues outside my team how it is that I carry out 
my research I say: ‘I deal with words’.  This usually strikes them as quite an alien notion. 
I am trained as a qualitative researcher, and I’m afraid that the use of images in my 
work has thus far been largely confined to descriptive tables that summarise my analysis 
via text, rather than via quantitative figures or symbols.   

The sociologists’ world is not black and white; instead, we analyse the subtleties of grey 
found in the social realm.  Because we are taught to appreciate complexities, the social 
phenomena and research problems that we study do not have a straightforward answer.  
In the national security domain, however, the communication of sociological knowledge 
somehow needs to convey such complexities in a way that will be ‘heard’, understood 
and ‘translated’ to different research outcomes.  This communication is no easy task, 
given that national security research is dominated by an ontology of observable and 
quantifiable ‘facts’ and a positivist epistemology that seeks to establish relationships 
between physical phenomena.  The next section discusses the tensions between positivist 
and qualitative sociological representations of knowledge, particularly as they relate to 
formal models that quantify the social dimensions of terrorism.  Next, I discuss a case 
study where I reflect on my recent experience of being asked to represent Durkheim’s 
(1979) suicide typology in graphical form. Finally I discuss the wider implications of 
communicating sociological concepts and theories to the national security community. 

2 DISCUSSION 
 
2.1 REPRESENTATIONS OF SOCIOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE 
While sociologists have historically adopted tools and techniques to quantify social 
phenomena, for example through the use of mathematics or statistics (and in some cases 
to continue to do so), positivism is widely critiqued by mainstream sociology (Ferrarotti 
1999).  There is no question that quantitative methodologies have an enduring place in 
sociology, but, it is commonly understood that there are some research topics and 
questions for which quantification is not appropriate.  For example, economic sociology is 
useful in formalising, predicting and otherwise exploring economic behaviour, but other 
types of social behaviour cannot be converted into mathematical calculations or other 
computerised outputs.  In an early defence of the use of mathematics in sociology, 
James Coleman wrote:  

For various reasons, there has never been such a simple correspondence 
between mathematical structures and the structures of relations 
between elements in social science.  One of the reasons has been that 
no generally useful and easily measurable set of elements (or 
‘concepts’) has been posited in most of social sciences… [T]he kinds of 
verbal theories and research results which have been set forth are so 
vaguely stated or so weak that it is difficult to translate them to 
mathematical language, and once translated they often fail to show an 
isomorphism with power parts of mathematics (1964, p. 3). 

Christofer Edling (2002) argues that mathematics can be understood as a type of 
‘language’ that formalises logic, that is, it proposes a set and specialised reasoning about 
social phenomena. In this meaning, Edling argues that there is no reason why this 
language cannot ‘translate’ sociological analysis. He writes, ‘if anything meaningful at all 
can be said about society, there are no grounds for claiming that it cannot be done with 
mathematics’ (2002, p. 199).  Nevertheless, he notes that this view begets the question 



on what types of sociological knowledge are appropriately served by quantified 
representations. This might seem like a mute point to many sociologists: we all accept 
the idea that qualitative and quantitative methodologies are equally worthy, because 
they help us understand different research questions.  Some problems are better served 
by one method or the other, or sometimes both.  This is, however, not taken-for-granted 
knowledge within a national security research framework, where quantification and 
positivism reign supreme, and where qualitative representations of sociological 
knowledge are problematic because they do not offer ‘rules’, ‘truths’ and universally 
accepted conceptual relationships between observable phenomena. 

Stephen Cole (2001) argues that part of the reason that sociology does not ‘progress’ to 
the extent to which the natural sciences have in the public realm is because we cannot 
agree on a set of ‘core’ knowledge, such as a set of principles that might be treated as 
ontological ‘truths’.  Partly, he argues it is also the outcome of sociology’s ‘failure’ to 
follow positivist methodologies.   The assumption in this line of argument is that because 
positivist knowledge is applied in a more theoretically bounded way that is acknowledged 
in the public discourses as ‘expert’ knowledge, then this must be a good reason to follow 
the natural sciences model. James Davis questions whether sociology’s ontological 
diversity is actually a weakness: ‘Since I hear no one claiming that sociology really is 
coherent, there is no need to labour the case.  But it may be worth asking whether 
incoherence is really bad’ (2001p. 101).  Unfortunately, Davis ultimately argues that this 
incoherence is very much a problem. As Davis sees it, sociology’s greatest problem is its 
aversion to making causal statements that might lead to formalised generalisations or 
conclusions that might be otherwise quantified.  He argues that sociologists have a 
predilection towards vague conceptual ‘pussyfooting’:  

Unlike the humanities and economics, sociology places high value on 
empirical truth, perhaps too high a value.  As in some religions where 
the sacred is so awesome one never mentions it but beats around the 
bush with euphemisms and indirect hints, sociologists have a hard time 
coming out and saying ‘Black voters prefer the Democrats’… there’s an 
enormous difference between qualifications stemming from scientific 
procedures and qualifications stemming from handwringing and 
pussyfooting (2001, p. 102). 

Responses to national security, especially terrorism, are thus far governed by positivist 
frameworks, the outcome of which is usually some form of quantified model.  Although 
there are different ways of thinking about what constitutes a ‘model’, in national security 
research, modelling is often relegated to mathematical equations, software packages, 
and other technical tools aimed at calculating causalities, preventing infrastructure 
damage, enhancing surveillance and so on (Resnyansky 2006).  Social modelling offers 
more than just a visualisation technique; social models are created to explore different 
scenarios involving complex socio-economic systems and the interaction of social agents 
within a controlled environment. As Ed MacKerrow argues, however, the major difficulty 
in building such models is ‘in quantifying social situations’ (2003: 186).  Social scientific 
theories should ideally inform the planning of social models, but there is little guidance 
on how to use social theories and concepts, particularly in order to question why and 
when mathematical models and computer simulations are necessary, and how to best 
represent the parameters, strategies and properties of a model (Brent, Thompson and 
Vale 2000; Macy and Willer 2002; Resnyansky 2007; Wu and Sun 2005).   

Not all social scientific concepts can be easily quantified and folded into formal models.  
Below, I discuss my experience in one attempt, to explore sociology’s ‘otherness’ in the 
national security field, specifically in the way in which it represents theories and 
concepts. 
 
2.2 GREY SQUARE AND A BLACK AND WHITE HOLE 
I recently completed a study that reinterpreted the suicide terrorism literature using 



Durkheim’s (1979) classic typology of suicide, originally published in 1897. I will not 
detail the particulars of this research here, but instead, focus on my representation of 
Durkheim’s suicide typology (for an earlier version of this research see Zevallos 2006).  
In my report, I describe Durkheim’s classic study of suicide in detail, as well as the 
critique of his research.  Durkheim’s typology of suicide revolves around two concepts 
that are related but not necessarily interdependent. Social integration refers to the ways 
in which society achieves a sense of collective purpose and the ways it maintains a sense 
of connectedness among its members. Social regulation refers to the ways in which 
society controls and restricts individuals’ freedom and their sense of autonomy, and the 
ways in which it polices social norms. Durkheim constructed four types of suicide that 
relate to these concepts.  Briefly, egoistic suicide occurs when there is insufficient social 
integration; conversely, altruistic suicide occurs where there is excessive social 
integration. Anomic suicide occurs where there is not enough social regulation; and 
fatalistic suicide occurs where there is excessive social regulation.  Durkheim presented 
these as ‘ideal types’, meaning that they describe the general trends in suicide and the 
characteristics of societies that may lead to such suicides. These suicide types are not 
mutually exclusive because several of these suicide types can co-exist in any given 
society, especially given that individuals belong to several different communities at any 
one time.  For example, Durkheim examined how the social institutions of family, politics, 
religion and the economy affected suicide.  The typology describes the distinctiveness of 
different forms of suicide at the social level, but these suicide types might appear in 
different contexts through various combinations, for example, egoistic-anomic, anomic-
altruistic, and ego-altruistic (1979, p. 293). 

In earlier drafts of my research, I had simply discussed the typology in detailed prose, as 
I have done above, but with a rigorous elaboration of specific examples.  One of my 
senior managers asked whether I would think about how to represent my discussion in a 
different way, with a view to maturing the bridge with computational modellers. He 
suggested that Bayesian techniques might be useful in transforming my research into a 
formal model.  More to the point, this was his attempt to show me how I might think 
about visually representing my discussion of sociological concepts and theories.  So it 
was that I devised a table to represent Durkheim’s typology (below).   



Table 1: Durkheim’s Suicide Typology  
 
 

Type 
Cause Social 

Identity 
Motivation Example 

Egoistic 
Low social 
integration 

Weak 

Individualism 

Apathy 

Social detachment 

Well-educated 

Lack of authority or tradition 

 

Urban 
intellectual 

Protestant 

Altruistic 
High social 
integration 

Strong 

Collectivism 

Energetic passion or will 

Preservation of honour 

Calm feeling of duty 

Mystic enthusiasm 

Peaceful courage 

 

Leader/follower 

Religious martyr 

Military 

Anomic Low social regulation Weak 

Individualism 

Frustration 

Social disequilibrium 

Inability to adapt to social 
change 

Ineffective moral guidance 

 

Divorce 

Economic boom 

Fatalistic 
High social 
regulation 

Strong 

Collectivism 

Oppression 

Lack of personal freedom 

Overly disciplined lifestyle 

Physical or moral dependence 

Blocked passions and future 

 

Slavery 

Adapted from Durkheim (1979, p. 293) 

The table simply summarises my writing on Durkheim’s typology, but my manager said 
that it made the typology clearer.  My report went off to an international referee who is 
an anthropologist working for an overseas government agency and who specialises in 
terrorism studies.  While the referee did not have any theoretical criticisms of my 
research, he recommended that I plot Durkheim’s typology of suicide in a graph, using 
the concept of social regulation along the ‘x’ axis, and social integration along the ‘y’ 
axis.  The referee writes, specifically in reference to the table above: ‘I do think some 
graphical presentation would help some of the military audience take in the information 
in the fairly dense tables’ (my emphasis).   



This suggestion did not make sense to me conceptually, but, in the spirit of 
interdisciplinary communication, I took this comment on board.  I was additionally 
motivated because I noticed, with great curiosity, that in my final draft, my manager 
kept trying to draw the typology in various places in the margins of my text.  He 
scribbled over his different attempts, because he could not turn the typology into a 
graph.  Mary Douglas’ (1982) work on grid/group, which is informed by Durkheim’s 
analysis, approximates one such visual representation, albeit still in table form.  
Ultimately, however, Durkheim’s suicide typology does not easily lend itself to being 
plotted along ‘x-y’ axes, as I went on to find out.  I made several attempts, but the 
concepts that Durkheim uses (social integration and social regulation) are not co-
dependent, nor are they intended to suggest a direct cause and effect relationship to his 
four proposed suicide types.  Below I include just two of my multiple, rather sad and 
ultimately exasperating, graphical forays:  

Figure 1: Durkheim’s suicide types plotted in graph form (1)  
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Figure 2: Durkheim’s suicide types plotted in graph form (2)  
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It is evident in both of these attempts that Durkheim’s four suicide types end up at 
extreme ends of both graphs because they are ‘ideal’ types. My attempt to graph them 
was like trying to fit a square peg into a round role.  In this case, there was an 
assumption that the conceptual ‘greys’ so beloved by sociologists could, and should, be 
represented in a specific (more ‘black and white’) format.  Just because I could not carry 
out the graphical journey to a successful end does not mean that it absolutely cannot be 
done; indeed, as my work matures, it may well inform my colleagues’ social models in 
some way.  Instead, I ask, how does a graphical representation increase understanding 
of Durkheim’s meaning?   

I recount my experience because it made the glaringly obvious conditions of the national 
security research habitus blindingly manifest to me.  Bourdieu’s (1990) concept of 



habitus refers to the cultural, historical and material processes that become embodied 
and enacted as if they were ‘natural’ or ‘normal’; that is, this concept highlights the 
unacknowledged logics that govern our practices.  The national security research habitus 
is dominated by visual representations, including diagrams and computer models. These 
visual schemas are the ‘lingua franca’ of researchers and analysts working in this field.  
Communicating knowledge through abstract concepts, critical literature reviews, or 
through analysis of qualitative data can be alienating to many of my colleagues, 
specifically the engineers, physicists, and computer scientists.  At the same time, 
Gunther Kress and Theo van Leeuwen argue: ‘Visual language is not – despite 
assumptions to the contrary – transparent and universally understood; it is culturally 
specific’ (2006, p. 4).  Although some knowledge can be represented or ‘said’ visually or 
verbally, this is not always the case.  Kress and van Leeuwen argue: 

Even when we can express what seem to be the same meanings in 
either image-form or writing or speech, they will be realised differently.  
For instance, what is expressed in language through the choice between 
different word classes and clause structure, may, in visual 
communication, be expressed through the choice between different uses 
of colour or different compositional structures.  And this will affect 
meaning.  Expressing something verbally or visually makes a difference 
(2006, p. 2). 

Visualisation techniques can enhance the communication of mental models and they can 
also be used to explore other abstract knowledge in different ways.  At the same time, 
visual representations are not necessarily more meaningful, or easier to understand than 
written texts.  Some meanings are best represented in written form, others visually, 
sometimes both – but translating text into a sign, symbol, image or other visual schema 
changes the meaning.   
 

3 CONCLUSIONS  
 
I have come to accept that social scientists, particularly those who work with qualitative 
data, need to work harder to use visual representations of complex social processes 
where this is possible and where there is heuristic merit in doing so.  At the same time, 
however, in order for national security research to be truly interdisciplinary, there should 
be an enhanced appreciation for the scientific merit of sociology’s conceptual frameworks 
as a means and an end in and of themselves. Qualitative data can sometimes be usefully 
represented in diagrams, charts and so on, but not always. Quantified visualisation 
displays need to match the scientific aims of the research; they have the seductive 
disadvantage of seeming to be easier to understand, particularly in an interdisciplinary 
context.  Edward Tufte, an avid enthusiast of visual ‘explanations’ of quantitative data 
warns: ‘Failure to think clearly about the analysis and the presentation of evidence opens 
the door for all sorts of political and other mischief to operate in making decisions’ (1997, 
p. 52).   

The concept of ‘otherness’ is problematic because it rests upon essentialist notions of 
difference, and simplified, often superficial, delineations of belonging/not belonging.  In 
the context of my working environment, my suggestion of sociology as ‘other’ may 
seemingly demarcate an almost irreconcilable ontological division between social 
modelling and phenomenological sociology.  In reality, however, this division is more 
about finding the best way to practically reconcile a mid-way point.  Applications of social 
models within counter-terrorism research, sociological and otherwise, are sorely needed 
in order to critically assess security issues.  The national security community understands 
that sociology is important, but what to do with it, how to read it, and work with it, are 
different matters.  This tells me, in part, that sociology as a discipline still has to work 
harder in promoting sociological knowledge in wider contexts outside academia, so that 
people without social science degrees learn to recognise and ‘read’ conceptual 



frameworks, theoretical discussions and qualitative analyses as ‘science’.  I do not 
suggest that everyone needs to become a sociologist, but, rather, our discipline’s aims, 
strengths and capabilities could be better and more broadly understood at a generalised 
level.   

If I did not believe that sociology had something to offer social modeling, I would not 
continue as a member of the social modeling team. The challenge is in gaining 
recognition of sociological concepts and theories as analytical ‘models’ that can then be 
folded into other applications.  My team is working to achieve an integration of social 
sciences within social models that somehow capture the sophistication of sociological 
knowledge in an applied manner.  While I have no ready solutions or neat conclusion at 
this stage, I offer my reflections as a way to capture the ongoing challenges in 
overcoming sociology’s otherness within the national security habitus.    
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